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STEAK HOUSE GRILL 730
Model: 0730/00
Code: 00C073000AR0
EAN: 8003705117655

Vertical grill. The Steak House Grill is the vertical grill that enables you to cook steaks up to 4 cm thick,
chicken, sausages, chops, hamburgers, vegetables, bread, fruit, fish etc. in a healthy, tasty way. Thanks to
the vertical cooking system, any fat drains down into the special tray and doesn’t ever come into contact
with the internal heating elements, thus avoiding the creation of unpleasant smoke. Try out and enjoy
your meals with the Steak House Grill.

Cook in a healthy and tasty way: the vertical cooking system allows the fat to strain into the tray, your
meat will be lean and light
Zero smoke and bad smells: the resistance never comes into contact with food, this reduces the emission
of smoke and odours
Joy on the table: prepare rich grilled meat, fish, bread and vegetables to share and enjoy with family and
friends!
Steak up to 4 centimetres: the grill can be opened ad allows steaks to be cooked to perfection up to 4
centimetres thick. Enjoy your barbeque!
Easy to clean: the internal parts are easily removable and washable to completely eliminate any food
residue
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Product specifications
Power

1300W

Cooking system

vertical

Less fats and smoke

✔

Timer adjustment

up to 30 minutes

Removable and washable grease tray

✔

Removable and easily washable internal parts

✔

Ideal for cooking and thawing various foods

✔

Grill 29x17 cm, it can be opened

✔

Product length

41.00 cm

Product width

13.00 cm

Product height

26.00 cm

Product weight

3.30 Kg

Box weight

4.21 Kg

Master weight

9.31 Kg

Master pieces

2

Pallet pieces

40

Container pieces

1648

40H Container pieces

1840
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